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Lights, Camera, Capture: Creative Lighting Techniques for Digital PhotographersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Learn to achieve the best possible images with minimal lighting equipment


	Author Bob Davis is a photographer whose high-profile clients include Oprah Winfrey and Eva Longoria, and whose work has appeared in Time, OMagazine, and People. Along with his invaluable professional advice, this beautiful...
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Networks and Services: Carrier Ethernet, PBT, MPLS-TP, and VPLS (Information and Communication Technology Series,)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This book provides a comprehensive understanding of current and debated future networking technologies. It gives insight into building end-to-end networks and services with Carrier Ethernet, PBT, MPLS-TP, and VPLS while also shedding light on the pros and cons of these technologies for service providers and enterprise network owners.

...
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Deploying Rails Applications: A Step-by-Step Guide (Facets of Ruby)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
First you'll learn how to build out your shared, virtual, or dedicated host. Then, you'll see how to build your applications for production and deploy them with one step, every time. Deploying Rails Applications will take you from a simple shared host through a highly scalable clustered and balanced setup with Nginx.
  See how to tell whether...
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Facebook Me! A Guide to Socializing, Sharing, and Promoting on Facebook (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2010

	With more than 500 million active users around the world and still growing steadily, Facebook is more than just another social media site. In the words of author Dave Awl, Facebook is “the new town square”—the place where people gather to discuss the news of the day as well as share what’s going on in their lives. And...
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Architectural Drawing: A Visual Compendium of Types and MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Architectural Drawing is the classic, comprehensive compendium of architectural drawing. Featuring examples from many high-profile architects and firms, the nearly one-thousand drawings and photos in this book illustrate all of the various types and methods of architectural drawing. The new Fourth Edition is fully updated throughout to cover...
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LightWave 3D 8 RevealedCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Get ready to explore all that LightWave 3D 8 has to offer! Giving you a firm foundation, "LightWave 3D 8 Revealed" allows you to master concepts on both a technical and artistic level. Begin by examining the concept behind each task?the goal and the necessary features that are involved. Then go in depth with the objective of your task as...
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Core Security Patterns: Best Practices and Strategies for J2EE(TM), Web Services, and Identity ManagementPrentice Hall, 2005
Core Security Patterns is the hands-on practitioner™s guide to building robust end-to-end security into J2EE™ enterprise applications, Web services, identity management, service provisioning, and personal identification solutions. Written by three leading Java security architects, the patterns-driven approach...
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Assessing Adolescent and Adult Intelligence, Third EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The classic text—now updated with a new interpretive approach to the WAIS®-III
Assessing Adolescent and Adult Intelligence, the classic text from Alan Kaufman and Elizabeth Lichtenberger, has consistently provided the most comprehensive source of information on cognitive assessment of adults and adolescents. The newly updated Third...
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Adobe Photoshop for VFX ArtistsCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Adobe Photoshop for VFX Artists is an in-depth guide to creating visual effects art using Photoshop. Taking a straightforward, visual approach to Adobe's best-selling software, this book provides you with everything you need to use Photoshop to meet specific goals for art creation. Develop the skills you need to master professional matte painting...
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AMA Handbook of E-Learning, The: Effective Design, Implementation, and Technology SolutionsAMACOM, 2003
This authoritative sourcebook is a timely decision-making tool for companies making the transition to (or already using) e-learning. Featuring all-original contributions from high-profile practitioners and renowned theorists, the book reveals how top companies are implementing and using this crucial employee development tool. Topics include:
*...
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Sams Teach Yourself WordPress 3 in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2010

	Blogging has been booming for years, and it shows no sign of slowing down. It is an easy and organized way to deliver news, tutorials, and podcasts;it’s even an easy way to share personal thoughts and stories. It was the social network before other social networks existed. Like blogging, WordPress has grown over the years to a mature...
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Microsoft  VBScript Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2006
Learn how to automate Windows administration step by step with hands-on instruction from a leading Microsoft Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript) trainer. This guide features self-paced labs, timesaving tips, and more than 100 sample scripts.

Network administrators and consultants are confronted with numerous mundane...
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